Of the criminal justice courses at Angelo State University focusing on the police component, this is the most advanced and in most cases should be your final one in the area. It will begin with a review of the foundation of the basic essential material relating to law enforcement at the lower division level. This is primarily contained in the units of instruction relating to the police in the required introduction course and all of the instructional units in the required Police Systems and Practices course. Other related material in the elective courses in the law enforcement area is also important. In as much as the material in the required courses has been dealt with therein, it will not be covered again by lecture in this course. Its mastery composes the first objective in Seminar in Police Problems and a major examination over it will be administrated early in the semester. If you have not completed both of these courses at ASU, it is strongly suggested that withdraw from this advanced course until you have. However, if you have not- you may still remain in this class. You are being warned that this basic enforcement material of the two courses is part of the Seminar course and you will need to do a great deal of outside study without delay. For this purpose, and as a refresher for better prepared students, you are being given a study package for the first unit of instruction. The examination over this unit is extensive, early in the semester and must be completed with a grade of 60% in order to pass. Any student who fails it should withdraw from the class as a passing grade will not be assigned. Passing scores will be part of the student’s total points earned for the semester upon which grades will be assigned as follows: 85%-100%=A; 75%-84%=B; 65%-74%=C; 55%-64%=D; below = F. No extra credit is provided and one examination or assignment may be made up; no work may be repeated for grade.